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INTRODUCTION
Conventional and extradosed cable-stayed bridges are both routinely recognized as classical solutions using girders with external prestressed cables (stays) above the deck. Consequently, there are many detailed references covering their behaviour and design, e.g. [1, 2, 3] , including papers specifically about their seismic behaviour, e.g., [4, 5] .
Under-Deck Cable-Stayed Bridges (UD-CSB) represent an efficient and innovative way to span medium lengths, of around 80 m, with a single isostatic span. Bridges with the cable system located below the deck have the following main advantages over single-span structures without cablesystems [6] : enhanced structural efficiency, resulting from the greater contribution of axial response over flexural response; greater construction possibilities; efficient use of materials resulting from the greater slenderness, with direct economic and sustainability implications; and, arguably, greater aesthetic attributes arising from the geometric configuration of the cables. Only a limited number of these bridges have been constructed worldwide, probably due to the requirements for vertical clearance below the deck and the lack of knowledge about their dynamic response. However, it is worth noting that many of those that have been constructed are located in highly-seismic areas like Japan.
The work of Ruiz-Teran and Aparicio [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] currently represents the main source of research on the topic of UD-CSB. These works establish the state of the knowledge, identify bridges that have been constructed with this typology, address their structural behaviour, and propose design criteria. Unfortunately, no specific research dealing with the seismic response of UD-CSB has been found in the academic literature. In order to contribute towards filling this gap, the nonlinear seismic response of this bridge typology is assessed in the present work through Incremental Dynamic Analysis (IDA) [15] and code compliant validations.
In order to evaluate the expected response of the structure under several earthquake-induced ground-motions, subjected to different scaling factors in the IDA, efficient Intensity Measures (IM) should be employed in order to reduce the conditional dispersion of the response estimates. There is a significant body of knowledge associated with the selection of intensity measures for typical building structures. The most traditional and commonly used proposals are based on properties of the accelerogram like the Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA), or Arias intensity, but often also combine structural properties, like the spectral acceleration associated with the fundamental period of the structure Sa(T 1 ) [16] . This latter IM has demonstrated great effectiveness in structures governed by their first vibration mode. However, if higher modes make important contributions to the response of the structure, or there are significant period elongations due to material damage, the efficiency of Sa(T 1 ) is reduced. Some recent proposals for IMs aim to consider the nonlinearity of the structures response. Specifically, Luco and Cornell [17] proposed an IM based on the multimodal response and inelastic displacements, employing a special participation factor which takes into account the inter-story displacements and different modal properties. Nowadays, the selection of appropriate IMs is a topic of ongoing research and a thorough discussion of the problem is beyond the scope of the present work. Nevertheless, a specific IM has been proposed for use in this study, providing information about the effect of different design decisions on the seismic response of the structure. In this direction, there are already proposals in the literature, e.g., [18, 19] .
The seismic analyses in this work make use of the canonical bridges proposed by Ruiz-Teran and Aparicio [8] . These bridges have been designed for scenarios where the load combinations related to persistent situations govern the design. That is, accidental loads, including the effects of earthquakes, were not critical for the scenarios previously considered and the sections and reinforcement details of the design reflect this. Therefore, the deck does not contain confining reinforcement.
In the following section, the geometric and support details of the bridge, as well as the nonlinear material properties are briefly described in order to establish the context in which the subsequent analyses are performed. This is followed by the presentation of the results of a modal analysis and a discussion of the seismic actions that are subsequently considered. These actions consist of: (1) six benchmark records, three that are deemed to be far-field records and three with nearfield characteristics; and (2) seven natural records whose average spectrum matches the Type I Eurocode 8 design spectrum [20] . Incremental Dynamic Analysis is performed in order to explore the nonlinear seismic behaviour of different UD-CSB subjected to the benchmark ground motions, obtaining conclusions about the effect on the response of several design options: type of supports; number of struts; and cable arrangement. Finally, the design of the bridge is verified under Eurocode 8 compliant accelerograms, comparing the recorded seismic demand in the time-domain with the capacity of each section along the deck.
DEFINITION OF THE CONSIDERED STRUCTURES
Various 80 m single-span UD-CSB have been considered with two or multiple (fifteen) diverting struts along the deck. The considered bridges have elevations that are shown in Figure 1 , although different configurations for the bearings have been analysed for each case. Both concentrated and expanded transverse cable arrangements have been studied in this work to cover current trends in design. and the axial load exerted by the cable-system and transferred through the compressed struts is directly introduced at the centroid of the deck in order to avoid local bending.
(a) (b) Figure 1 . Elevation of UD-CSB for the models with: (a) two diverting struts; and (b) multiple (fifteen) diverting struts. Units in metres.
(a) (b) Figure 2 . Schematic cross section of the considered UD-CSB, where φ is the diameter and # is the thickness of the metallic struts: (a) Concentrated diverting struts; (b) Expanded diverting struts. Units of the deck in metres and units of steel struts in millimetres.
Two support conditions have been explored; laminated elastomeric bearings (LEB) and pot bearings (POT). After the design process followed by Ruiz-Teran and Aparicio [8] , three LEB have been disposed per abutment with dimensions of 500 × 600 × 70 mm. The stiffness of the LEB has been represented in the model by means of linear springs along each principal direction. On the other hand, the POT bearings completely restrain, or release, particular horizontal movements. Two schemes, depicted in Figure 3 , have been considered: (a) the 'classical' layout [21] , with two longitudinally restrained POT bearings, which prevent the transverse lateral rotation of the deck and consequently induce lateral bending moments in the deck at the fixed support section; and (b) the statically determinate layout, which has been recommended for bridges with large horizontal actions due to wind load [21] . In this second scheme, the POT bearings only transfer vertical loading. The lateral horizontal loads are transferred by means of male-female deck-abutment connectors with a set of two POT bearings located in the vertical plane. The longitudinal load can be transferred either by replicating the aforementioned system in the longitudinal direction or by prestressing the deck to the abutment after placing one intermediate POT bearing in the vertical plane. Table I summarizes the models considered in the present study that result from the combinations of the design choices just discussed. Table I also includes keywords (or reference tags) that are used hereafter when referring to the various models within the text.
Rigorous finite element models have been developed. Since UD-CSB are very slender and light-weight structures, the proper mass distribution is a key factor in their dynamic analysis and shell elements have therefore been adopted for modelling the deck. The mass superposition at the intersections of the webs and the slabs is avoided by means of proper offsets of the plane representing the shell [22] . Passive and active reinforcement has been explicitly defined along the deck. Tied connections between active tendons and concrete webs have been defined to represent the bond between the prestressed reinforcement and the deck. have been employed to define the struts and cable-system respectively. Figure 4 illustrates the placement of active and passive reinforcement inside the deck. The prestressed tendons in bridges with two struts follows the typical layout adopted in continuous bridges, considering the connection with the struts as being similar to intermediate piers, where: (1) at the section where the deck is connected to the struts, the active reinforcement needs to be displaced above the centroid in order to cancel tensile stresses in the intrados; and, (2) at intermediate sections between the abutments and the struts, as well as between the struts, the active reinforcement is located below the centroid. The path of the active reinforcement in the model with multiple struts is a simple parabolic profile, typical of simply-supported bridges without stay-cables. This ensures that the active tendons are always be below the centroid of the deck and maximizes the eccentricity at mid-span. Additional masses representing both the pavement and the parapets have been included in the model. A sensitivity analysis on the effect of Rayleigh damping on the seismic response of these structures has been carried out. The same distribution of damping is considered for all the studied models in light of the moderate influence of this variable. This distribution has been obtained by imposing a damping ratio of 5% in the fundamental mode of the most flexible model and a limit at a maximum frequency of 20 Hz. Modes with higher vibration frequencies are deemed to have negligible contributions to the seismic response of UD-CSB, in agreement with [22, 23] .
Relevant Eurocodes have been considered to define the linear and nonlinear constitutive relations of the employed materials. Note that the following convention is employed throughout this work (for deformations or axial loads): a negative sign refers to compression, while a positive sign denotes tension. The concrete in the deck has a characteristic strength (f ck ) of 40 MPa for the two-strut model and 35 MPa for the multiple strut model. The model of the concrete includes softening when the normal compressive strain exceeds ε c,y = −0.1% and tension-stiffening, which has been defined through the widely used model model of Mazars et al. [24] to simulate cracking along the deck; the stress and strain corresponding to crack initiation are f c,crack = 3.5 MPa and ε c,crack = 0.01%, respectively, whereas the contribution of the concrete is considered null beyond ε = 0.035%. Furthermore, the concrete considers the damage due to cyclic loading, defined through the reduction of the elastic modulus in terms of a scalar degradation
, where E c,0 = 35 GPa is the initial elastic modulus of the concrete [25] and d is linearly interpolated depending on the normal deformation ε, assuming the values d = 0.5 if ε c,u = −0.35% (the ultimate compression limit of the concrete) and d = 0.9 if ε = 0.035% (the ultimate tension limit of the concrete). The steel representing passive reinforcement and diverting struts is B-500 SD (elasticity modulus E s = 210 GPa) and the model is set to capture yielding when the strain reaches ε s,y = 0.24% (f s,y = 500 MPa). Subsequently, the transformations associated to its yielding surface due to kinematic cyclic loading, incorporating phenomena like the Bauschinger effect, are included. For the two-strut bridge, the tendons (of the internal prestressing) are comprised of 190 strands, each of area 140 mm 2 , while for the multiple-strut bridge just 60 such strands are employed. In the two-strut bridge, the five stay cables (cable-system below the deck) contain a total of 258 strands of 140 mm 2 area, whereas in the multiple-strut case the five cables contain 264 of these strands. For both the tendons and the stay cables, the ultimate strength is 1860 MPa, the yield stress is 1770 MPa and Young's modulus is 190 GPa. The struts, whose dimensions are shown in Figure 2 , are made of steel and have a yield stress of 355 MPa, and a Young's modulus of 210 GPa.
MODAL ANALYSIS AND NUMERICAL INTEGRATION SCHEME
Nonlinear Response History Analysis (NL-RHA) has been selected here as the most rigorous method to model the behaviour of the bridges under earthquake excitation, fully taking into account material and geometric nonlinearities in the time domain.
The following loading scheme has been applied in accordance with the recommended procedure in conventional cable-stayed bridges [26] ; (1) prestress in the active tendons and the cablesystem is imposed; (2) following Eurocode 8 [20] provisions, the self-weight of the structure, the superimposed dead-load and the quasi-permanent live-load (20% of the traffic live-load) is applied -thus ensuring that the equilibrated deformed state due to initial stresses is achieved prior to undertaking the dynamic analyses; (3) starting from the deformed state, vibration modes are extracted; (4) triaxial accelerograms are imposed at the supports, and the equation of motion is solved using the Hilber-Hughes-Taylor (HHT) algorithm [27] ; and (5) the results are post-processed, integrating the stress across each section to obtain the resultant internal forces and extracting the extreme response from the time domain variables.
Despite the seismic analysis of UD-CSB in this work being carried out by means of NL-RHA, which doesn't require the undertaking of modal decomposition, it is advantageous to CITE AS: Camara initially perform modal analysis in order to shed some light on the fundamental linear dynamic characteristics of the structure. Figure 5 presents the fundamental mode of the bridge with two concentrated struts and LEB or POT bearings (adopting the classical layout), whereas Table II collects the vibration periods and the description of the fundamental modes in all the studied structures. Although the first vertical flexural mode in the model with multiple struts has a period (1.33 s) that is slightly longer than that obtained in the equivalent bridge with two struts (1.28 s), due to the additional mass associated with the larger number of struts, the modes are otherwise only weakly influenced by the number of struts. However, vibration properties, and hence dynamic response, are strongly affected by the type of bearings used [4] . As can be observed in Figure 5 , the model with LEB presents rigid-body motions in the first two modes along the transverse and longitudinal directions with T 1T = 1.43 s ( Figure 5 (a)) and T 1L = 1.37 s, respectively. Such deformations isolate the structure, increasing total displacements but notably reducing the seismic demand associated with relative displacements and, therefore, the internal forces. Vertical modes are similar in models with LEB or POT bearings, regardless of their layout in plan, since the vertical stiffness of both supports is very high. The first transverse period in UD-CSB with POT bearings is lengthened if Scheme b is adopted, the other fundamental periods remain unchanged. Finally, the negligible effect of the transverse cable-arrangement on modal properties has been verified (only torsional frequencies are slightly affected).
SEISMIC ACTION

Benchmark records
In this work, six accelerograms commonly used as 'reference' far-field and near-field records by the earthquake engineering community have been considered. The far-field records correspond to the El Centro recording of the 1940 Imperial Valley earthquake, the El Monte -Fairview recording of the 1994 Northridge earthquake, and the Riverside airport record from 1992 Landers earthquake. On the other hand, the selected near-field ground motions with pulse-like effects are the Pacoima Dam recording (upper-left abutment) of the 1971 San Fernando earthquake, the El Centro recording from the 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake and the Takatori record from 1995 Kobe earthquake. All of the records have been scaled, using the same factor (k) for all three components to ensure a significant nonlinear response. In order to reduce the computational cost of the time-demanding NL-RHA, only the strong-shaking phase of the records is considered. The duration of the strong motion is often defined as the interval between the 5 th and 75 th or 95 th percentile of the cumulative Husid Plot [28] . In this study, the time-history analyses are conducted so as to include the longer of these windows, and the portions of the records from the 0 th to the 95 th percentile are considered; these significant durations have been obtained for each of the three components for each of the records employed in this study. The longest of the three components is used to define the length of the analysis for each record. This approach yields an excitation duration of 30, 28 and 36 s respectively for the El Centro 1940, El Monte and Riverside far-field signals, whilst the duration is 12, 12 and 16 s respectively for Pacoima Dam, El Centro 1979 and Takatori near-field records. Figure 6 depicts the original benchmark triaxial spectra (without scaling, k = 1), highlighting the first and second vertical vibration modes of the structure, as well as the first transverse and longitudinal modes with deformation of the deck (i.e., excluding rigid body motion modes), which have significant contributions in the response (note the different ordinate range in Figure 6 , which highlights the greater intensity of near-field signals).
Eurocode 8 natural accelerograms
To avoid the loss of generality associated with prescribing the seismic actions for a specific location, we specify a design (the 475-year motion) peak ground acceleration of a g = 0.4 g that is broadly representative of highly-seismic regions. The ground conditions are assumed to be rock (Type A according to Eurocode 8) .
Eurocode 8 [20] proposes the use of a set of natural accelerograms (three or more) whose average acceleration spectrum fits the target design spectrum in the range of periods: [0.2T 1 , 2T 1 ], with T 1 being the fundamental period in the vertical or horizontal direction, depending upon the mode. The average spectrum should be above 90% of the target over the entire range. Due to the large PGA being considered (0.4 g) and the unrealistic shape of the design spectrum, combinations of unscaled natural accelerograms are extremely difficult to find if one desires a match to both the horizontal and, especially, vertical spectra. Therefore, scaling factors have been considered, employing the same factor for all three components of the record. An ad hoc search algorithm has been used in order to identify appropriate signals from within the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research center -National Ground Acceleration (PEER-NGA) and the European Strong-Motion Databases. Figure 7 illustrates the horizontal and vertical target spectra as well as the spectra of the scaled natural records.
The largest scale factor that has been employed is Spectral acceleration; Sa Spectral acceleration; Sa Spectral acceleration; Sa Spectral acceleration; Sa [29]. These factors are shown in Table III , where the main seismological features of the selected records are also presented. No attempt has been made to distinguish between magnitude, nearfield effects or soil class among the selected records. On the other hand, all selected signals are from earthquakes with magnitude M w < 7, and hence they are consistent with the Type 1 spectrum defined by Eurocode 8. In Table III , 'ID' is the keyword used for the presentation of the results in section 7 and is also the 'Record Sequence Number' from the PEER-NGA database. only interested in soil conditions because they influence spectral shape. Given that the selected records do a good job of matching the target spectra, their V s,30 values are of little consequence.
PROPOSED SEISMIC INTENSITY MEASURE: SPI
In order to compare the structural response from signals as different as the benchmark records employed in this study, it is necessary to employ an appropriate Intensity Measure (IM) aiming to reduce the dispersion of the response estimates.
In the present work, the classical IM based on the spectral acceleration corresponding to the elastic fundamental period, Sa(T 1 ), is inadequate for the analysis of UD-CSB due to important highermode contributions. This is especially the case for models with POT bearings due to the significant contribution of longitudinal, transverse and vertical responses, and can be appreciated from the different horizontal and vertical period ranges shown in Figure 7 . Moreover, important period elongations caused by material damage may occur during strong shaking. Again, this is especially important in models with POT bearings, because the first modes involve relative deformation along the deck (see Section 3). In addition, the 'peak and trough' nature of natural spectra gives importance to small variations in the vibration period (see Figure 6 ), which could arise due to the development of material nonlinearities during the shaking. This effect also changes the spectra through the modification of damping. Therefore, scaling the spectra to adjust the mean spectrum only according to a specific mode may be inefficient since the response depends on several excitation directions and modes, which may be modified in turn.
Continuing the research line established by [18, 19] , an IM called SPI (Spectral Power Index) is proposed here in order to take into account the triaxial spectral acceleration associated with the most important periods of the structure, and the importance of each of the dominant modes in the global response of the bridge along the respective direction. The importance of each n-mode in the response of the bridge in direction j (j = X, Y, Z) is represented by means of its modal participation factor Γ j n , obtained according to Equation 1.
Here, φ n and M n are respectively the mode shape and mass associated with the n th vibration mode; ι j is the displacement vector of the structure when a static application of a unit motion is imposed along the axis j, either a translation or a rotation [23] .
The proposed parameter combines the participation factor in a specific mode and direction with the seismic action introduced in that direction, which is represented by means of the corresponding spectral acceleration (Sa j (T n ) with j = X, Y, Z). The product of both values is repeated in all modes with frequency lower than f last = 20 Hz, and finally all the results are combined in order to obtain the proposed SPI. The SPI is then defined as in Equation 2 , in which j = X, Y, Z and N modes is the number of the last mode required to achieve the frequency limit f last = 20 Hz.
It is important to note that the participation factor Γ j n , associated with the translation in one specific direction j, is zero if the corresponding n th mode is purely antisymmetric, since the displacement of each node is counteracted by an equal and opposite displacement in the antisymmetric node referenced with respect to the gravity centre of the whole model. Therefore, if Γ U X n , Γ U Y n and Γ U Z n (the participation factors associated with the translations) are considered directly in SPI (ignoring the rotations), the contribution of these modes would be neglected, but their participation in the overall response is presumably significant in light of the spectral acceleration associated with periods T 2 (Z) in Figure 6 (with antisymmetric vertical flexure of the deck). To overcome this problem, the participation factors associated with the rotational degrees of freedom Γ U RX n , Γ U RY n and Γ U RZ n in each mode are also considered, employing the following modified participation factors in each directionΓ j n :
It should be highlighted that the rotation about the transverse axis 'Y' which crosses the gravity centre of the whole model causes vertical movements, and therefore it has contribution in the modified vertical participation factor (Γ Z n ), the same could be said for the rotation about the vertical axis 'Z', participating in the transverse displacements and hence toΓ Y n . However, no rotation about any principal axis crossing the gravity centre of the model contributes significantly to the longitudinal displacements. This has been taken into account in expression (3) by not including a second term in the expression forΓ The values of SPI found for the considered models when subjected to the unscaled benchmark records are presented in Table IV . The results here refer to the elastic modal vibration properties, and the spectral acceleration values also correspond to the elastic spectra. Hence, no attempt has been made to consider the period elongation or the effect of hysteretic damping in the formulation of the SPI. The analysis is thus valid for the structure just after the application of its self-weight, live loads and prestress (when the material characteristics of the structure remain linear). Several conclusions may be extracted in light of the SPI results shown in Table IV: (i) The bridge with LEB is effectively isolated from the seismic energy in the horizontal plane, especially in the longitudinal direction. For bridges with this configuration, the excitation in the vertical direction is most important (which is in keeping with our intuition). The seismic demand associated with bridges using POT bearings, regardless of their layout, is clearly far in excess of those using LEB when considering horizontal excitations. However, the SPI in the vertical direction remains essentially constant since the stiffness of both the LEB and the POT bearings in the vertical directions is very high. One would often presume that near-field records would exert greater demand than far-field signals. However, for bridges with LEB this is not the case once both records are scaled to the same SPI. The reason for this is that the velocity pulse in the near-field records employed only appears in the horizontal plane and not in the vertical direction (see Figure 6 ). As the vertical direction clearly dominates the overall SPI for bridges with LEB, horizontal pulse-like effects that may be associated with near-field events are of little consequence. The same cannot be said for bridges with POT bearings. (ii) For the particular set of records considered here, the models with POT bearings are expected to be affected by greater seismic actions in the transverse direction than in longitudinal and vertical directions, in which similar values of SPI are obtained (except for the El Centro 1979 record). This effect, especially strong in the Pacoima Dam record in comparison with the El Centro 1940 signal, could be explained by means of the triaxial spectra of the benchmark records shown previously in Figure 6 ; the fundamental period in the transverse direction (T 1 st (Y ) = 0.36 s) is in the area with extreme spectral accelerations in the transverse component of the Pacoima Dam record, whereas this period seems to be located in a 'valley' of the corresponding El Centro 1940 spectrum. (iii) The unscaled near-field records are much more demanding than the unscaled far-field records.
Comparing the Pacoima Dam and the El Centro 1940 records, SPI factors are about four times higher in the former for all of the models. This, of course, is to be expected based upon the larger spectral accelerations shown in Figure 6 . The differences in response reflect differences in spectral accelerations in general and are not attributed to any 'pulse-like' effects. (iv) In most of the studied structures and records, SPI strongly depends on the direction considered, which needs to be selected depending on the response of interest, e.g., the transverse factor (SPI Y ) should be applied to compare the transverse bending moment (M zz ) along the deck for different records. Unlike the clear selection of SPI in forces associated with the transverse behaviour of UD-CSB, the significant coupling between the vertical and longitudinal response due to the cable-system (like in conventional cable-stayed bridges) may suggest the selection of an average factor between SPI Z and SPI X in the study of the axial load (N ) and vertical bending moments (M yy ), which could lead to the greatest efficiency of the defined IM. However, the strong differences between SPI Z and SPI X discourages this solution in models with LEB supports. In light of the results obtained in the following section, it is suggested to consider SPI Z for the comparison of vertical bending moments and SPI X for the axial loads in all of the studied structures. 
NONLINEAR SEISMIC RESPONSE UNDER SCALED BENCHMARK RECORDS
The response of UD-CSB in the nonlinear range is considered by performing incremental dynamic analysis with the benchmark triaxial records. The same scale factor k is applied to each of the three components of each record and this scale factor is varied in order to sample the response over a broad range. It should be stated here that the objective is not to try to obtain a set of results that can be immediately used for other applications, the sample size is simply to small to achieve such an objective. Rather, the goal here is to consider a small set of records in detail and to try to understand the response of the bridge to each record from a fundamental perspective. Here we are not interested in the results obtained from the law of large numbers, but rather in understand the dominant physical effects that enable one to anticipate the results of greater numbers of analyses. The detailed consideration of six benchmark records is sufficient for this purpose.
The key question to be addressed is: how does the vertical seismic response of the bridge evolve as the earthquake intensity is increased beyond the linear range? Figure 8 presents the extreme vertical bending moment recorded along the deck versus the extreme increment in the stress of the cable-system for several models and scale factors. Nonlinear response starts when cracking in the deck arises. From this point, the vertical stiffness of the deck is reduced, whereas the cable-system CITE AS: Camara (which remains elastic) assumes a greater role in providing resistance to the vertical demand. This explains the higher stress increments in the stays that are observed as the departure from linear response occurs. This behaviour could be foreseen based upon the reduction of the flexural stiffness of the deck [7] during the shaking. This characteristic response is satisfactory in terms of global performance of the structure, since the cable-system becomes more effective when the bridge faces an unexpectedly high seismic demand. The model with multiple struts spreads cracking along the deck and the aforementioned behaviour is more uniform compared with the model including two struts and POT bearings, reducing the stress increment and thus the possibility of failure due to lowcycle fatigue. Despite the high seismic demand considered herein, the maximum allowable stress in the cable-stays has not been exceeded in any structure, for any record or for any scaling factor. Figure 9 shows the extreme recorded bending moments (associated with vertical M yy and transverse flexure M zz ) and axial load (N ) due exclusively to the seismic actions along the deck (extracting the forces recorded at the initial deformed configuration from the total results) considering the original El Centro 1940 record (k = 1). The increment in the seismic demand due to the substitution of LEB by POT bearings is clear; the axial load is strongly increased in the right half of the deck, next to the fixed abutment (see Figure 3 ) because of the longitudinal constraint. This load is sufficient to decompress the initial preloaded state and consequently magnify cracking when considering the original Pacoima Dam (in this case the decompression is observed if k > 0.5) and Takatori records, or when the El Centro 1940 record is scaled by a factor of k > 2.
Bridges with two struts and POT bearings concentrate the vertical bending moment in the lateral spans which, when added to the axial load, propagates cracks in the centre of the lateral span towards the fixed end. The consequence could be the localization of damage in the centre of the right span under extreme seismic events, as may be appreciated from inspection of Figure 10 , which shows the extreme relative vertical displacement in the deck for the El Centro 1940 record scaled by a factor of three. Such localization of demand, which would clearly be dangerous for the global safety of the bridge, is avoided in the model with multiple struts, since the vertical bending moment is reduced in the lateral spans (Figure 9(a) ) and cracking is controlled.
The vertical seismic bending moment recorded in the deck at the fixed end (the right-hand-end according to Figure 3 ) is significant in models with POT bearings, especially given that the supports allow for rotation about the transverse axis (Y ). Cracking caused by seismically-induced axial load and transverse bending moment at this location (see the reason behind this effect as material nonlinearities move the effective centroid and, therefore, the prestressed tendons and cable-system anchors can introduce significant vertical bending moments in the deck at the fixed end. As was expected, the influence on the seismic response of the POT layout is significant primarily in the transverse direction. Scheme 'a' leads to smaller transverse bending moments along the bridge due to the horizontal restraint, as it behaves like a fixed-pinned beam under lateral loads. On the other hand, Scheme 'b' behaves like a simply supported beam under lateral loads, notably increasing the transverse bending moment in the mid-span (the increment is a factor of 1.77, which is the ratio between the maximum bending moment in a pinned-pinned beam and that in a pinned-encastred beam).
The seismic behaviour of these bridges is hardly influenced by the transverse cable arrangement, which is in agreement with the results obtained from the modal analysis presented in Section 3, and the SPI factors in Table IV Figure 10 . Extreme relative displacements due to seismic actions (plus self-weight, dead-loads and 20% of the live-load) in the vertical direction. Results are shown for models with two struts and POT bearings considering El Centro 1940 record scaled by a factor of k = 3. The initial deformed configuration is represented with a dashed line, which is independent of the spatial cable assembly. The damage in the right span, close to the fixed abutment, is represented by red color in the schematic representation of the structure.
Energy balance: dissipation factor Ω
In addition to consideration of peak response metrics, the way the inelastic seismic demand along the deck is resisted during the earthquake by means of energy concepts was also investigated. This was achieved by comparing the energy dissipated through material hysteresis (E Sp ) and the energy lost by the damage of the elastic properties in the concrete due to cyclic response (E Sd ). The present study deals with complex structures and, consequently, the definition of the energy balance in continuum mechanics is required; a thorough description of the generalized terms representing each contribution to the energy balance may be found elsewhere [22] . We are only interested in the sources of energy dissipation of the system and the external work (E W ) introduced by the ground motion. The following damage ratio is introduced here, integrating the energy balance over the duration of the accelerogram in order to address the amount of the total seismic energy which is dissipated by plasticity and damage of the whole structure.
In Equation 4, V (·) dV represents the integral over the volume V of the studied portion of the structure (in this study V is the whole model, however, the deck is the only member of the bridge presenting nonlinear response); σ c is the stress derived from the constitutive equation, without viscous dissipation effects included;ε el andε pl are respectively the elastic and plastic strain rates; D 0−95% is the reduced length of the accelerogram (defined earlier in Section 4); d is the continuum damage parameter (scalar) defined in Section 2, which is assumed to remain fixed at the value attained at time t (d t ) upon unloading. The remaining parameters, m and ι are respectively the mass matrix, the influence matrix connecting the degrees of freedom of the structure and imposed accelerogram directionsü
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), whereü j g is the ground acceleration in j-direction (j = X, Y, Z in this study, see Figures 2 and 3 for the definition of the global co-ordinate system). The operator ':' denotes the scalar product of two matrices, and '·' matrix multiplication. Table V presents a comparison of the aforementioned ratio for the original Pacoima Dam record in all of the studied structures. The strong increment in the seismic damage considering POT bearings instead of LEB is again verified; about 25% of the overall input energy is dissipated by means of plasticity and damage of the elastic stiffness in bridges with POT bearings. The independence of this structural dissipation on the transverse cable arrangement may be also appreciated. Bridges with multiple struts also display significant dissipation, but this is slightly lower than the amount observed in the otherwise equivalent two-strut models. However, this damage is more distributed along the deck for the multiple-strut model, as will be demonstrated in Section 7.4. It has been verified that the energy dissipated through the cyclic damage of the elastic properties (E Sd ) is much lower than the amount dissipated by the plastic strain (E Sp ) and the work introduced by the external forces (E W ).
Incremental Dynamic Analysis
The results of IDA for models with multiple struts are presented in Figure 11 through the use of the SPI introduced previously in Section 5, again employing the set of six benchmark records. Similar results have been observed for the other configurations of UD-CSB considered in this study. The direction of SPI j (j = X, Y, Z) depends on the considered force. However, it has been observed that results in terms of vertical bending moments are almost the same if one considers the vertical, horizontal or an average of both directions when the SPI is calculated with expression (2). For that reason, the first option has been selected (j = Z) for the purposes of presenting these results. The improved efficiency (reduced dispersion) in the elastic range using the proposed SPI factor, over using the spectral acceleration for the fundamental mode (Sa(T 1 )), has been verified. For Sa(T 1 ), significantly different results were obtained considering similar levels of the IM in the linear range, which is due to modal couplings in the vertical plane and the triaxial excitation that Sa(T 1 ) cannot hope to reflect.
The strong nonlinear response in terms of horizontal bending moments (M zz ) has been observed (especially in models with two struts), and this can be contrasted with the behaviour in terms of axial loads and vertical bending moments, which is closer to a linear response. Beyond the linear response, the same increments of the SPI factor typically lead to successively smaller increments in the structural response measured, due to greater amounts of the seismic energy being dissipated by hysteresis. Nonetheless, one interesting exception arises from Figure 11(a) ; the first significant cracking of the deck (point A in Figure 11(a) ) causes the loss of linearity in the evolution of vertical bending moments with SPI, however, due to the contribution of the cable-system under the deck, the response is again closer to the elastic response immediately beyond this seismic intensity (point B in Figure 11(a) ), finally, for very large ground shaking, the hysteretic dissipation is again increased.
Inspection of Figure 11 reveals that the results under near-field records (depicted with dashed lines) are not clearly more demanding than those obtained under far-field records (solid lines) once the same level of the IM is considered. The velocity pulse in near-field records, as has previously been mentioned, is more evident in the horizontal components, whereas the most critical component for the response of these bridges is the vertical. Therefore, while, on the basis of these results alone, it cannot be categorically stated that UD-CSB are not sensitive to near-field effects, the fact that velocity pulses are more apparent in horizontal components may suggest that these bridges are less sensitive than other types of structures. However, while velocity pulses may not play a major role in governing the performance of these bridges, near-field records often tend to have relatively strong vertical components and this generally large demand will clearly be important.
DESIGN VERIFICATION WITH RELEVANT EUROCODES
The response of the proposed UD-CSB is assessed for the loading scheme defined in Section 3 (nonlinear dynamic analysis), imposing suites of accelerograms that are compliant with Eurocode 8 [20] and that have been presented in Section 4.2. The assessment is made by comparing the horizontal displacements of LEB, the horizontal forces in POT bearings, and the demand in the critical sections along the deck with the respective capacities. 
Orbit of displacements in LEB
Eurocode 8 states that the average seismic response of the structure may be employed in the design if seven or more records are considered when conducting time-history analysis, which is the case in this work. However, when considering multi-axial response it is not always clear how the averaged response should be evaluated [30] . In this study we consider the orbit of horizontal relative support displacements for each accelerogram within the set and define a rectangle that contains this orbit with sides parallel to the longitudinal and transverse axes of the structure. The average demand is then determined as the mean of the half-widths of the rectangle for the seven accelerograms. This average demand is represented by the dashed black rectangle in Figure 12 . Figure 12 illustrates the orbit of horizontal relative displacements in the middle support over the right abutment due to the seven natural records. The average extreme displacements due to the earthquake actions are shown using a dashed black rectangle. The total demand, accounting for the initial elastic deformation and long-term effects (33 mm) plus the earthquake actions is shown using a black rectangle with a solid line. The maximum allowable displacement, based upon a unit distortion of the bearing [31] , is shown by the green shaded area.
This figure demonstrates that the accidental situations including the earthquake actions are critical for the design of the laminated elastomeric bearings, i.e., for the scenario considered in this paper, a 700 × 700 × 160 mm bearing would be required (see Figure 12 (b)).
(a) (b) Figure 12 . Orbits of relative horizontal displacements at the supports for: (a) 500 × 600 × 70 mm, and (b) 700 × 700 × 160 mm. Results are shown for the BI-CONC-LEB model. Seismic and total demand are represented by dashed and solid lines, respectively, while the shaded area shows the allowable area.
Horizontal reactions in POT bearings
The maximum vertical reactions in both Schemes a and b are almost identical (6 MN), and are significantly smaller than the design reaction under persistent situations (8.5 MN). The maximum longitudinal reactions in Schemes a and b are again almost identical (18.6 MN). The current technology for POT bearings allows horizontal reactions that are a relatively low fraction of the vertical load carrying capacity. Therefore, in Scheme a, these horizontal reactions should be accommodated with one of the two following solutions: (1) placing a bearing in a vertical plane and prestressing the deck against the abutment, and (2) creating a male-female connection between the deck and the abutment. Both of these solutions are significantly more complicated than Scheme b, which we recommend.
Comparison of section capacity and demand using interaction diagrams
The design verification in the critical sections of the deck has been carried out in all studied models by comparing their capacity and average demand, with the demand being assessed for the load Table II ). Hence a 2D plot of the interaction diagram may be studied. Two values of the extreme transverse bending moment have been used to obtain the interaction diagram: (i) the value produced for the most demanding accelerogram of the set, M * zz,max ; and (ii) the average value for the set of 7 accelerograms,M zz,max (the latter being more reasonable from a reliability perspective).
The results obtained at the connection of the right strut with the deck, as well as those at the centre of the central span (which is the location closest to reaching the limit-state), are presented in Figure 13 for the model with two struts and POT bearings arranged in accordance with Scheme b (Figure 3(b) ). All UD-CSB models, regardless of the support configuration, satisfy the design check for the considered seismic action everywhere in the deck. This statement is made in the context of Figure 13 (b) in which a small part of the envelope orbit slightly exceeds the capacity when the worst transverse moment M * zz,max is considered. However, the use of this maximum moment is most-likely overly conservative. Comparing the results obtained with the records included in Table III , the coefficient of variation for the extreme axial load, transverse and vertical bending moments is found to be approximately 20, 40 and 6% respectively. The large dispersion in the transverse response is due to the significant difference between horizontal spectra (see Figure 7) , which is reduced in the vertical direction. Figure 14 presents the extreme tensile and compressive strain recorded along the deck (regardless of the fiber of the section where they are recorded) in different models for each accelerogram of the set, and the average value and the strain limits of elasticity presented in Section 2. Cracking is deemed admissible in this Ultimate Limit State represented by the earthquake combination, since the yield strain of the reinforcement is not exceeded in any proposed bridge, whereas concrete softening slightly appears in the longitudinally constrained side span if the supports are changed from LEB to POT bearings. In the model with LEB, cracking is concentrated in the lateral subspans (between the struts and the abutments) and the area close to the connection of the diverting CITE AS: Camara struts and the deck. On the other hand, in models with POT bearings, the right-half of the deck, next to the abutment with longitudinally fixed supports, shows enlarged levels of cracking due to higher values of seismic-induced axial load. Finally, comparing Figures 14(b) and 14(c) , the decrease of cracking along the deck when multiple struts are considered can be observed, and this is due to the reduction in the vertical bending moment along the deck (see Figure 9 (a)). Tensile strains are larger than their compressive counterparts due to fragile cracking propagation; once the cracking strain limit is exceeded in one integration point, tensile strain is rapidly concentrated in this area, which explains the sawtooth distribution of the extreme tensile strain along the deck.
Extreme strain along the deck
CONCLUSIONS
The seismic behaviour of single-span Under-Deck Cable-Stayed Bridges has been studied by means of detailed finite element models, considering several design possibilities in order to address their CITE AS: Camara influence in the response. First, benchmark records with and without near-fault effects have been studied, applying different scale factors in order to explore the nonlinear seismic behaviour of these structures. The work finished with the study of the response under the seismic excitation described by a set of seven natural records matching the Type 1 Eurocode 8 spectra. The following conclusions about the seismic response of this promising typology can now be made:
1. The seismic response of UD-CSB is more robust than that obtained in conventional bridges with intermediate piers. If the seismic excitation exceeds the anticipated demand, and extensive cracking arises along the deck, its vertical stiffness decreases and the cable-system, which remains elastic, assumes more participation in the overall resistance. This enhances the effectiveness of the cable-stays and provides an excellent way for the structure to survive the earthquake. Moreover, the removal of the intermediate piers is advantageous given that they are among the most sensitive components in classical bridges under seismic excitation. Previous research [6, 8] has proved that single-span UD-CSB represent an economic and efficient solution for medium spans (≈ 80 m) in aseismic conditions. Their robust seismic performance has now also been verified. 2. For UD-CSB bridges, the deck, struts and cables designed for persistent situations without consideration of imposed ground accelerations, resist Eurocode 8 compliant seismic actions appropriate for high-seismic areas (employing a g = 0.4 g). Only the bearings require larger capacity under these conditions. 3. The use of laminated elastomeric bearings (LEB) significantly reduces the seismic demand in the super-structure, but relatively large bearings are required to accommodate the relative displacements at the supports. For bridges located in seismic areas, we recommend the use of laminated elastomeric bearings over POT bearings due to their ability to isolate the superstructure. POT bearings constrain the deformation of the bridge, resulting in a loss of symmetry of the response and notably increasing the seismic demand along the whole structure. If POT devices need to be included due to excessive support displacements, the statically determinate layout (Scheme b in Figure 3 ) is recommended. 4. UD-CSB with multiple (fifteen) diverting struts improve the seismic response compared with solutions employing two struts. The typology with multiple struts spreads the damage along the deck. 5. The influence of the transverse cable arrangement, concentrated or expanded, is not of great importance for the seismic behaviour of UD-CSB. 6. A new intensity measure referred to as SPI has been proposed. This intensity measure accounts for multiple attributes of both the structure and the ground-motion and is far more efficient than traditional IMs such as the spectral acceleration in the fundamental period (Sa(T 1 )). SPI is based on the summation of the product of the participation factor and the spectral acceleration over the whole range of vibration modes which contribute significantly to the overall dynamic response. SPI gives an idea about the seismic energy affecting any structure (not only bridges with non-conventional cable-systems) in each direction prior to the seismic analysis. Only modal analysis and the acceleration spectrum are required, which makes its calculation relatively straightforward.
